
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Letter of recommendation 2020   Lund, Sweden October 15, 2020 

 

To whom it may concern, 

 

My name is Jan Erik Walldén and I am working as an upper secondary school teacher in biology at 

Polhemskolan, Lund. In total, this has been my profession for 36 years and last year I had the 

privilege of teaching Julia Svegin. By teaching a total of 200 hours with biology 1 and biology 2 and 

about 4 lessons per week, I had the great pleasure of getting to know both Julia Svegin’s academic 

strengths, but also her great personality.  

 Correcting Julia’s assignments has always been a pleasure since her high level of performance 

constantly showed me that you can never set your expectations high enough. Combining this with her 

exceptionally great engagement and dedication you get a student who always wants to learn more 

with her thoughtful questions and great scientific discussions. When doing more than necessary and 

helping others with problems, she shows a great skill of learning, but also a concern towards fellow 

students since succeeding together is something Julia thinks is as important as succeeding by yourself.  

 If this weren’t enough, her extraordinary personality is as remarkable as her academic skills. 

With a laugh always close at hand she makes the classroom environment the place you want to be. 

Besides, a more caring and humble student, you don’t find everywhere. A girl like Julia is a student 

every class needs since she creates a caring, fun, and open environment where she in some way makes 

everyone in the room enjoy the lectures even more.  

 After this educational and memorable experience, I strongly regard Julia Svegin as a 

scholarship recipient. I am sure that she is a student who will contribute to a meaningful and 

educational atmosphere and her ambitions and willingness to accept new challenges is something that 

I couldn’t point out enough. I assure you that she will always do her best and combined with her 

social characteristics, Julia will make a significant mark and will get the best education possible for 

further challenges. I promise, she won’t let you down.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Jan Erik Walldén 

PE- and Biology Master Teacher 

Polhemskolan, Lund, Sweden 

janerik.wallden@skola.lund.se  
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